Ferrari Boys' Stainless Steel Quartz Watch with Silicone Strap, Blue,
16 (Model: 0860005) Review-2021

Even the youngest Scuderia Ferrari fans can show their enthusiasm for the sport and express their
team spirit with watches designed just for them. The pitlane collection pares Scuderia Ferrari racing
inspiration down to its essence, capturing the spirit of the sport and team pride in 3-hand watches of
strong, simple, subtly branded design that are in their element at racing events
Stainless steel 34mm round Blue dial Blue silicone strap
Quartz Movement with analog display
Durable mineral crystal protects watch from scratches
Water resistant to 30 m (100ft): withstands splashes or brief immersion in water, but not suitable for
swimming. 2 year limited manufacturer'sSCUDERIA FERRARI
More than a brand, a legend: the Prancing Horse represents Italian excellence across the world.
Today, Scuderia Ferrari is synonymous with tradition, innovation and pure racing emotions: a name
that drives millions of fans to live their time with passion, with the help of a dedicated watch
collection. The Scuderia Ferrari racing team is the inspirational heart and soul of these watches that
embody the spirit of this legend. Evoking the sculpted forms and signature design details, Scuderia
Ferrari timepieces incorporates quality materials like solid stainless steel, tough, colorful
thermoplastic cases and scratch-resistant mineral crystals. Powered by precise quartz or automatic
engines, the range includes chronograph, multi-function and three-hand models that deliver
uncompromising performance and pay proud tribute to the Scuderia Ferrari racing teamâ€™s bold
signature colors and Shield. A passion that knows no age limits, with models for adults and children
that will allow you to live this great passion every day. If passion drives your engine and racing is
your passion, you have found what you are looking for in a Scuderia Ferrari timepiece an icon to
wear on your wrist, quality and excellence contained in an extraordinary object.
MULTI-FUNCTION
A multi-function indicates the hours, minutes, seconds and displays the day, date, and 24 hour time.
NOTE: A multi-function is not a chronograph.
CHRONOGRAPH
A chronograph is a timepiece that can be used as a stopwatch in addition to telling time. These
watch dials track seconds, minutes and hours.
3-HAND
A 3-hand movement indicates hours, minutes, and seconds.
DIGITAL
A digital watch displays the time in numerical digits rather than by hands on a dial. Review 2021,
feedback 2021, promo code, discount code 2021, buy, picture, description, sale, price comparison,
cheap, cheapest, value for money.

